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NEW ARCHITECTURE FOR A HIGH SPEED
VERSATILE TELEMETRY/COMPUTER SYSTEM

O. J. (Jud) Strock
Fairchild Weston Systems, Inc.

Sarasota, FL 33583

ABSTRACT

In telemetry/computer systems, there are significant trends toward:

1. Higher data rates,
2. More complex data formats,
3. Hardware pre-processing and compression,
4. Faster, more versatile interfaces to general-purpose computers.
5. The 32-bit computer system,
6. A small dedicated secondary computer for routine tasks, and
7. Smarter display devices and display servicing.

This paper describes a system architecture which addresses each of these trends. The
modular equipment provides a high-speed data throughput rate, even with complex
formats, and is compatible with modern 32-bit computers.

INTRODUCTION

A new family of telemetry ground station equipment incorporates an innovative system
architecture, several significant new logic elements, a friendly and versatile operating
software system, and advancement of data rates to 20 megabits per second.

This 8000-Series Equipment from Fairchild Weston Systems, Inc. is modular, and any
given system is configured to meet the needs of a specific user and program. Development
of the 8000-Series Equipment came about after detailed examination of trends in the
telemetry community, and extrapolation from these findings to a prediction of the next
several years’ needs.

Through variations in system architecture, using these modules with bus interconnections,
state-of-the-art systems of any magnitude can be constructed. Further, systems can “grow” 



after initial operation by addition of new modules, thereby accommodating increased data
reduction requirements.

ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 1 shows layout of 8000-Series Equipment from a functional standpoint. Physical
boundaries are of no real concern in a system description; they are presented in physical
layouts and buses for information, however. It is important to note that bus-oriented
architecture makes it possible for the system designer or user to change overall
performance without moving a single wire, and innovative software enables a system to be
expanded while maintaining a user-friendly control format. The illustration shows
architecture of a complex system. Control details have been eliminated from the diagram in
order to make data flow more easily understood. The System Setup and Control Section
describes the controls and related software.

The PCM Bit Synchronizer (this and all other modules are described in detail in the
Functional Modules Section) accepts PCM data at rates to 32 megabits per second
(16 megabits per second for bi-phase codes), synchronizes on the bit rate, generates a bit
clock, makes an accurate decision on the data content of each bit, and outputs data and
clocks to a serial bus. Frame and Subframe synchronization is accomplished by the Frame
Synchronizer, ID Subframe Synchronizer, and Recycle Subframe Synchronizer, each of
which generates appropriate clocks for the serial bus.

A Parallel Data Formatter accepts data and clocks from the serial bus as well as time code
and status information; the major outputs are three bit-parallel data streams. Each of the
two main streams is passed through a pass/delete gate, so that selective distribution is
possible under software control. “Type A” data (32 bits, least-significant bits aligned) can
be sent directly to a computer direct-memory-access (DMA) channel in 16-bit or 32-bit
transfers from the Parallel Data Formatter. Typically, the second “Type A” port is routed
to Merger and Tagger, while the 16-bit port feeds Digital to Analog converters (DACs) or
Discrete output modules.

In a medium to large system, the Merger/Tagger module accepts one to three streams of
=Type A” data (16 or 32 bits per word) plus, in some systems, another stream which has
already been merged and tagged. Each data word is uniquely tagged with an operator-
defined identity; this tag is used elsewhere in the telemetry or computer equipment for
specialized processing. The Merger/Tagger “Type B” output (32 bits of data and 16 bits of
tag) goes onto a parallel data bus; one to four strobes accompany each word/tag transfer
and direct it to operator-defined destinations.



To reduce the processing load on a host computer, Arithmetic Processors are available as
shown to pre-process and/or compress specified measurements, re-tag them, and output
the results to an output bus. Other measurements, not pre-processed, can bypass the
Arithmetic Processor and go to the same output bus. Up to three Arithmetic Processors can
be used in the same system. Transfer from the output bus to a host computer is via the
Output Port, a 16-bit or 32-bit interface to the DMA channel of a real-time computer
system.

When there is no merger/tagger in a system, selected data can be tagged, converted to
engineering units (MX + B), and sent to digital-to-analog converter (DAC) modules or
discrete output modules by a Word Selector. Up to 256 words can be decommutated and
converted to analog or discrete data by the system. In systems using a merger/tagger, data
can be routed from its output to DACs or discrete outputs. As shown, an imbedded PCM
format (as from an airborne computer system) can be decommutated (even to the
subcommutation level), using an Asynchronous Format Synchronizer and Subframe
Synchronizers.

Summarizing, the equipment can be configured to handle simple or complex formats, to
display data locally or in a computer, and to simplify computer functions by such
preprocessing, merging, and selective sorting and distribution.

FUNCTIONAL MODULES

The following modules can be incorporated into an 8000-Series system:

Bit Synchronizer

The outputs of up to four telemetry receivers or tape recorder tracks can be connected to
the PCM Bit Synchronizer; one is selected by software command. An internal oscillator
phase-locks to incoming data at any signal level between 0.1 and 10 volts peak to peak, at
rates to 32 megabits per second on NRZ codes (16 megabits per second for bi-phase data).
Each bit is reconstructed by a conventional “hard” decision (0 or 1); an optional “soft”
decision circuit uses analog-to-digital conversion, and outputs a 4-bit binary number for
each bit.

Frame Synchronizer

The PCM Frame Synchronizer can accept data at rates to 20 megabits per second. The
pattern can be 4 to 63 bits long (any bits can be masked by setup controls). Words can be
4 to 32 bits each; the lengths within a frame can be variable. Each frame can be 4 to 4095
words in length. Establishment of pattern synchronization and the output of “lock” status



for data output is selectable: Quick Lock or Adaptive. In the Quick Lock mode, the first
acceptable pattern (within pre-defined criteria) causes an immediate lock and begins the
output of word and frame pulses. The Adaptive mode, a totally new and unique
development in this family of equipment, solves the 20-year-old problem of how to set up
synchronization strategy. In this module, the operator simply specifies which of two
conditions is more important in establishing synchronization:

Rapid acquisition of data, or
High probability of correct synchronization.

The synchronizer then examines random data and the predicted location of the pattern,
comparing matches in random data location, then computing acceptability of
synchronization (using the operator’s input to set a “threshold” for acceptability).

Subframe Synchronizers

Two subframe synchronizers can be used in the system. The available modules are:

ID Synchronizer, and
Recycle Synchronizer

Parallel Data Formatter

Conversion of data from the serial bus to parallel words, selective distribution of the data,
time and status merging, and other special functions are performed by the Parallel Data
Formatter, shown in Figure 2. Data from the serial bus, along with bit, word, frame, and
subframe timing, is routed independently in four directions:

1. Operator-specified words from the main frame are passed by the first Programmable
Data Distributor (PDD) gate; time and/or status are merged during the
synchronization pattern interval if desired; the stream is converted to parallel 16- or
32-bit words for output. If the words have different lengths, the outputs are least-
significant-bit (LSB) aligned.

2. A second PDD stream is generated, gating different main-frame words if desired.
The purpose of this is to pre-sort data for different types of pre-processing or for
setting up different buffer areas in computer memory, thereby simplifying data
processing.



3. A third stream is output; this one includes all data but no status or time; the output
port is 16 bits, with the most-significant-bits (MSB) aligned. The basic purpose of
this port is to drive digital-to-analog converters (DACs).

4. Still another data destination is a one-channel decommutator, the output of which
can be:

a)  converted to analog for output, or
b)  compared with a specific pattern

Correlation with that pattern generates an interrupt to the microcomputer(s) in the
system to cause automatic format switching.

Time from almost any conventional time generator or translator, formatted in the Time
Code Formatter module, is merged with data as desired.

Data Merger/Tagger

Parallel data streams from three sources (such as Parallel Data Formatters and
Asynchronous Format Synchronizers) can be merged in the Merger/Tagger module; each
word in each stream is assigned an operator-specified 16-bit tag which identifies the
stream and data source. Each word is converted automatically from sign-magnitude, 2’s
complement, or 1’s complement to offset binary. Merged/tagged data from a similar
module can be merged with the other input streams also. Each output data/tag transfer is
accompanied by one to four strobes, such that the data can be distributed automatically to
four separate output devices on the AP-BUS (Arithmetic Processor Input Bus).

Arithmetic Processor

To handle high-speed data compression and/or pre-processing in the system, one to three
Arithmetic Procesors can be provided. This module accepts merged/tagged data, selects
the tags and data which have been specified by the operator, performs whatever processing
and/or compression have been defined, and outputs the result (unless the word is deleted
by a compression algorithm). The net result is enhancement of overall throughput in a
telemetry-computer system, since the computer is not required to input as much data, nor
to do as much sorting, nor to do as much processing for display or other real-time use.

Output data and tags from the Arithmetic Processor go to the AR-BUS (Arbitration Bus),
each transfer accompanied by one to four strobes which route the information along the
AR-BUS to desired destinations.



Data Distributor

When one or more Arithmetic Processors are used in a system, a Distributor is required
also. This module provides a bypass of the Arithmetic Processor(s), such that words which
are not to be pre-processed or compressed do not degrade the throughput rate of those
modules.

Parallel Data Output

Interface from the AR-Bus to a computer or other real-time output device is provided by
the Parallel Data Output. This module is strobed by the desired data words, and interfaces
to a Buffered Data Channel in a direct-memory-access (DMA) data transfer. Output from
the Parallel Data Output is jumper-selectable in one of four formats, making it easy to
match word size and buffer-building requirements of the system.

Asynchronous Format Synchronizer

For recovery of formats which are imbedded in and not synchronous with main telemetry
data, the Asynchronous Format Synchronizer recognizes a synchronization pattern and
outputs data from the imbedded format as 16-bit or 32-bit words, similar to the Parallel
Data Formatter and compatible with the Merger/ Tagger input. In cases where the
imbedded format has subcommutated data, standard Subframe Synchronizers are used,
providing frame clocks for use at the data destination.

Word Selector/Scaler

When a system does not require the Merger/Tagger for other purposes than driving DAC
and Discrete modules, the lower-cost Word Selector/Tagger can be used to scale data and
generate tags for operation of digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and/or discretes.
Figure 3 shows the two methods of generating tags for these outputs. Input data to this
module can be converted from sign-magnitude, two’s complement, or one’s complement to
offset binary for internal operation.

At this point, each word of interest is scaled (MX + B) using multiplier and offset
constants which are unique to the measurement. A unique operator-assigned tag is
assigned to the data, and it is output in two forms. First, a 12-bit data stream is output with
8 tag bits (0-255), such that local DACs can be addressed by the tags. Second, four
identical serial data streams are output with timing, such that remotely-located DACs
and/or Discretes can be driven. A calibration feature is included in the Word
Selector/Scaler, making it possible for an operator to supply calibration outputs in all word
locations instead of data.



Digital-To-Analog Converters (DACS) and Discretes

As discussed in the previous paragraph, there are two ways to address DACs and
Discretes: from the Merger/Tagger, and from the Word Selector/Scaler. In each case, tags
are hardware-assigned within the DAC and/or Discrete module(s); measurements are
related to individual DAC or Discrete locations by software-assignment of the tags within
one of the driver units. Remote DAC modules and local DAC modules operate identically,
except for the mode of data entry.

PCM Simulator

The PCM Simulator supplies simulated data to the 8000-Series Equipment under operator-
specified software control. Such data can feed the system input or the serial data bus, such
that the Bit Synchronizer, Frame Synchronizer, and/or Subframe Synchronizers can be
by-passed under software control.

Time Formatter

Telemetry data is time-correlated by means of a separate time generator or translator
(almost any conventional unit with parallel outputs). The 46-bit representation of time-of-
day is formatted by the Time Code Formatter for entry into the Parallel Data Formatter
module, and for merging with data at that point.

SYSTEM SETUP AND CONTROL

One of the outstanding features of 8000-Series Equipment is the setup and control
architecture. The design relieves a system planner of the computer-selection restraints
normally encountered in a telemetry-computer system, and opens the door to use of any of
a wide variety of real-time computers in the system.

In the conventional telemetry-computer system where the operator sets up telemetry
equipment using high-level engineer-oriented language, translation from engineer to
machine language takes place in the host computer. Setup drivers are written under the
software system which resides in the host. The disadvantage of this is inability to migrate
setup driver software from one computer family to another. Since there are several families
of good high-speed real-time computers, the restrictions of conventional setup software
design can present significant problems to a user.

Recognizing this, designers of the 8000 Series have incorporated a small Single-Board
Computer into each box in the system. Resident in this computer is setup translation
software for modules in the box.



Setup Modes

The various setup modes which are inherent in 8000 Series Equipment design are shown in
Figure 4.

Mode 1 shows a stand-alone system in which each box incorporates a control panel. An
operator can respond to a setup menu on any control panel (a 6-line 40-character-per-line
display) to enter setup commands for the modules in that box. All command entries to a
control panel are translated by the computer in that box, using uniquely derived software
drivers. Computer outputs in machine language are sent to telemetry modules via internal
bus structure. Status messages from the computer to the operator are displayed on the front
panel.

Mode 2 is similar to Mode 1, except that only one box in the stand-alone system
incorporates a control panel. The operator communicates with the system, however,
through the single keypad.

Mode 3 is an RS-232C control interface to/from a host computer, where menus (identical
to those at the control panel) are sent to the host, and commands (in simple high-level
language) are received from the host. Setup sequences can be stored on a peripheral device
at the host, then off-loaded as desired. The communications interface operates up to 19.2K
baud.

Mode 4 allows an operator at a remote terminal (RS-232C) to receive menus identical to
those shown on the local control panel and to respond with commands.

Intelligent Interface Module

Within each box of 8000-Series Equipment, in order to accomplish high-level
communications with the operator as described above, a special Intelligent Interface
Module is incorporated. A functional layout of this module is shown by Figure 5. The heart
of this module is the Microcomputer, housed on a single board. It is operated with a
standard runtime software system, and interfaced to various elements via bus as shown.

Software which is related to each module supplies setup menus to the control panel or
remote device, accepts operator commands, translates each into an equipment instruction,
outputs the instruction over the command bus, receives status information from the
module, translates this into operator messages, and sends them over the RS-232C line to
the display(s). Two serial interfaces are built in; one is used for communication with the
control panel, remote computer, or terminal via RS-232C logic levels, while the other is an
internal RS-422 path to other computers in the system.



Commands to modules in the box are via serial lines in a unique 8000-Series command
language. Parallel interfaces are available, but are not used within the 8000-Series boxes.
Two memories are on-board. A 32K byte Read-only Memory (ROM) contains operating
software, and a 4K byte Randon-access Memory (RAM) with battery backup contains
operator-supplied setup formats. In some boxes, additional memory is supplied on the
board (via bus extension as shown) for more complex formats.

A powerful supplement to normal operation is the Automatic Format Switch interrupt,
normally supplied from the Parallel Data Formatter to signal the presence of a new format
in the incoming data. A memory section of 40 words is called by this interrupt, to replace
certain commands in the current format and revise 8000-Series operation without manual
real-time intervention by the operator.

Command Menus

A simple but powerful command tree as shown in Figure 6 enables a user to progress
quickly and easily to any module which is to be set up or modified, or to branch to any
other function (such as diagnostics) which should be accessed. One to four previously-
entered formats are resident in the computer memory, and that a given format can be
defined as a power-on “default” setup for related modules in a given box.

The operator, who may be uncertain about how to proceed, has built-in assistance by
pressing the HELP button. This brings a simple explanation of the function being
addressed, in order to expand on the “friendly” menu.

SELF-DIAGNOSTICS

Availability of a versatile microcomputer in each box gives designers the opportunity to
develop unique and powerful self-diagnostic capability for the 8000 Series equipment.
These diagnostics, backed by signal generation hardware modules, enable the system to
check itself in a variety of operating modes with minimum operator interaction. Faults are
located down to the functional sub-system level; successful completion of each test
sequence is presented to the user for assurance of proper operation.

Two types of diagnostics are used. Since the PCM Bit Synchronizer uses primarily analog
circuitry, these diagnostic activities consist of application of analog data representing a
wide range of bit rates, signal levels, and other input characteristics, monitoring
performance automatically under each set of conditions. The balance of the system, being
digital in nature, is analyzed automatically by generation of a known high-speed signal
sequence in the PCM Signal Simulator module, and examination of the effect of that
pseudo-data on each functional subsystem through a “signature analysis” technique.



As in typical applications of signature analysis, reference signatures must be obtained from
a properly operating system. These form the standard diagnostic software for a system,
using a “canned” format. However, the diagnostics can be customized for a specific format
by developing new signatures on a properly operating system.

PHYSICAL LAYOUT AND BUSES

Configuration

The PCM Bit Synchronizer is 5-1/4 inches high. It may have a control panel/display;
alternatively it is controlled from another unit, a terminal, or a computer. It has an
Intelligent Interface Assembly, and cards which are uniquely related to bit synchronization
and data regeneration.

The PCM Decommutator is 7 inches high; again, a control panel/display is optional. an
Intelligent Interface Assembly is always included; other modules can be selected from the
following list (except that a maximum of seven modules can be accommodated, the
Intelligent Interface Assembly being one):

PCM Frame Synchronizer
ID Subframe Synchronizer
Recycle Subframe Synchronizer
Parallel Data Formatter
Time Code Formatter
Asynchronous Format Synchronizer
PCM Simulator
Word Selector/Scaler

The Expander Unit is 10-1/2 inches high; a control panel/display is optional, and the
Intelligent Interface Assembly is always used. Other modules (to a total of 10) can include:

Merger/Tagger
Asynchronous Format Synchronizer
ID Subframe Synchronizer for the Asynchronous format
Recycle Subframe Synchronizer for the Asynchronous format
Arithmetic Processors (up to three)
Data Distributor
Jumper Module
DAG Modules
Discrete Modules
Parallel Data Output Module



Internal Bus Architecture

To provide orderly communications within any 8000 Series Equipment mounting case, one
or more buses are used. In some cases, a bus is extended from one case to the other. Setup
and Diagnostics buses within each case provide two-way communication between the
computer and all modules. The Setup Bus is a 4-line (plus grounds) intercommunication
path to/from the Intelligent Interface Assembly in each case. The Diagnostic Bus is a 3-line
configuration.

Within the PCM Decommutator case is a 36-line Serial Data Bus, carrying all information
which relates to input data and time. Any module in this case receives information from the
bus, and all modules supply timing, status, or other lines to the bus. A convenient
extension cable can enhance the growth capability of this family.

Two very important parallel-data buses in the Expander Unit govern orderly throughput of
information. The AP-Bus is used for unprocessed data and tags; this 56-line data highway
contains 32 data bits,76 tag bits, and 4 sets of ready/acknowledge handshake signals. It
forms the input to Arithmetic Processors, although other modules may be addressed by one
or more of the handshake pairs. The outputs of such Arithmetic Processor or other
modules are routed to a 59-line AR-Bus, separate from the AP-Bus in order not to cause
competition for bus usage. This set of lines contains 32 data bits (processed, if desired),
16 tag bits, 3 sets of ready/acknowledge handshake signals, 4 distribution lines, and a
strobe.

Backplane layout is planned for optimum use of these buses, with modules and space
provided for a variety of system configurations.

SUMMARY

Systems can be configured with this new architecture which will handle higher data rates
and more complex formats, provide more compression and pre-processing, have more and
easier direct-memory interfaces to several types and sizes of computers, and enable more
efficient data storage and display servicing than is possible with existing types of
equipment.





FIGURE 2
PARALLEL DATA FORMATTER



FIGURE 3
METHODS FOR DRIVING DAC’S





FIGURE 5
INTELLIGENT INTERFACE ASSEMBLY



COMMAND HEIRARCHY FIG. 6


